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Mr. Forsyth was ever ready to second the benevolent
and well-laid schemes of the Agent. He purchased shares
in his hempen manufactory, -for Mr. Ross, the more

widely to extend its interests, had organized a company to

carry it on-and took a fine snug farm in the neighborhood
of the town into his own hands, to put into practice all he

had learned of the new system. of fhrming. Agriculture
was decidedly one of the most interesting studies of the

period. It was still a field of experiment and discovery ;

new principles, little dreamed of by our ancestors, were

elicited every year; and though there were hundreds of

intelligent inmcls busy in exploring it, much remained a

sort of terra incognita notwithstanding Mr. Forsyth

soon became a zealous and successful farmer, and spent

nearly as much of his evenings in his fields as he did of his

mornings in his counting-house. The farmers around, him

were wedded to their old prejudices, but the merchant

had nothing to unlearn ; and though his neighbors smiled

at first to see him rearing green crops of comparatively

little value from lands for which he paid a high rent, or,

more inexplicable still, paying the rent and suffering the

lands to lie fallow, they could not avoid being convinced

at last that he was actually raising more corn than any

of themselves. Though essentially a practical. man, and

singularly sober and judicious in all his enterprises, his

theoretical speculations were frequently of a bolder char

acter; and be had delighted in reasoning on the causes

of the various phenomena with which his new study

Pre-citedhim. The exhaustive properties of some kinds

of crop ; the restorative qualities of others; the mys-

teries of the vegetative pabulum; its well-marked distinct

ness from the soil which contains it; how, after one variety

ofgrain has appropriated its proper nourishment, and then
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